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Abstract
We introduce MemSum (Multi-step Episodic Markov decision process extractive SUMmarizer), a reinforcementlearning-based extractive summarizer enriched at any given time step with information on the current extraction
history. Similar to previous models in this vein, MemSum iteratively selects sentences into the summary.
Our innovation is in considering a broader information set when summarizing that would intuitively also be
used by humans in this task: 1) the text content of the sentence, 2) the global text context of the rest of the
document, and 3) the extraction history consisting of the set of sentences that have already been extracted. With
a lightweight architecture, MemSum nonetheless obtains state-of-the-art test-set performance (ROUGE score)
on long document datasets (PubMed, arXiv, and GovReport). Supporting analysis demonstrates that the added
awareness of extraction history gives MemSum robustness against redundancy in the source document.

1

Introduction

instantaneous [10, 12] or a sequential [14, 5] manner, and the
sentence scores usually remain unchanged during the extraction
Automatic text summarization is the task of automatically sum- process. Therefore, the final learned policies do not depend on
marizing a long document into a relatively short text while the extraction history, i.e., the set of unordered sentences that at
preserving most of the information [1]. Text summarization any given time have been selected into the candidate summary.
methods can be categorized into abstractive and extractive summarization [2, 3]. Extractive summaries directly select sentences Extractive summarizers that are not aware of the extraction hisfrom the original text as the summary [4] and tend to be both tory have two potential drawbacks. First, unlike the way humans
grammatically and semantically more reliable [5] than abstrac- extract documents, such extractive summarizers cannot stop extraction in time without knowing which sentences have been
tive summaries [6, 7, 8].
extracted into the summary. In recent one-step MDP-based RL
The extractive summarization task can be defined as follows: approaches, a common strategy is to stop extraction until the preGiven a document d consisting of an ordered list of N sentences conceived maximum number of extracted sentences is reached,
{si |i = 1, . . . , N}, the task is to pick up M(M  N) sentences as which may lead to lengthy summaries. Second, due to the lack
the summary of the document.
of knowledge of the extraction history, the extraction model is
The standard evaluation metric for summarization is the ROUGE susceptible to redundancy in the summaries, because sentences
score [9] between the extracted sentences and the gold summary. with high scores tend to be repeatedly selected for summarizaHowever, the ROUGE score is not differentiable and therefore tion, regardless of whether similar sentences have been selected
cannot be directly used as the training loss [10, 11, 12]. One before. Both these drawbacks can lead to performance decreases
workaround is to view the extraction task as a sentence labelling in ROUGE F1 scores.
problem, where a neural-network-based model is trained to In this paper, we address these drawbacks by making the expredict the true label of each sentence with a cross-entropy loss traction process fully aware of the extraction history. We model
[13], and the true label of each sentence is obtained by assigning extractive summarization as a multi-step episodic MDP, where
label 1 to the set of sentences that jointly maximize the ROUGE a summary is generated in an espisode of observing states and
score with respect to the gold summary, and assigning label 0 to performing actions, which are to either select a sentence into the
the rest of the sentences.
summary or to stop the extraction; the reward in this process is
Alternatively, to overcome the non-differentiability of the received at the end of the episode [16].
ROUGE computation, reinforcement-learning (RL) based ap- For each sentence in the document and at each time step in the
proaches have been proposed that directly optimize the ROUGE process, we define a sentence state composed of three sub-states:
metric [10, 14, 5, 12]. In policy gradient RL such as REIN- 1) the content of the sentence, 2) the context of the sentence
FORCE [15], a policy network is trained to extract from a doc- within the document, and 3) information on the extraction hisument a subset of sentences that yield a summary with high tory, including the previously selected set of unordered sentences
ROUGE score. Current RL-based approaches usually model versus the remaining sentences. At each time step, the policy
the extraction process as a one-step episodic Markov Decision network (agent) takes the current sentence states as the input
Process (MDP) [14, 16], in which the extraction of multiple sen- and transforms them into scores used to select an action of either
tences is treated as a single action. The policy network produces stopping the extraction process or selecting one of the remaining
an affinity score for each sentence based on the initial state in sentences into the candidate summary.
which no sentences had been been extracted yet. From these
sentence scores the action probability is computed in either an

Unlike one-step episodic MDP based models [10, 14, 5] that
encode the state information only once at the beginning of the
episode, in our multi-step policy the agent updates at each time
step the extraction history before selecting an action. Such a
step-wise state updating strategy enables the agent to consider
the content of the partial summary when selecting a sentence.
To efficiently encode local and global sentence states, we design
an extraction agent based on LSTM networks [17]; to encode the
extraction history and to select actions, we use a reduced number
of attention layers [18] and relatively low dimensionality. These
choices enable our model to be easily trainable and to summarize
long documents such as scientific papers [19, 20] or government
reports [20].
The contributions of our work are as follows:

BERT-based extractors achieve state-of-the-art performance on
datasets such as CNN/DM [26], but the quadratic computational
and memory complexities [20] of such models limit their scalability for extractive summarization of long documents with
thousands of tokens.
Although large pre-trained Transformers with efficient attention
mechanism [20] have been proposed to abstractively summarize
long documents, we argue that extractive summarization tends to
be more faithful. Furthermore, because MemSum achieves stateof-the-art performance on various long document summarization
tasks, MDP approaches will be promising design choices for
further research.

3

Model

• We propose to treat extractive summarization as a multi- This section outlines the multi-step episodic MDP policy for
step episodic MDP that is aware of the extraction his- extractive summarization.
tory.
• We show that the awareness of the extraction history al- 3.1 Policy Gradient Methods
lows our model to extract more compact summaries and
behave more robustly to redundancies in documents Policy gradient methods aim to learn a parameterized policy
of selecting actions that maximize a certain objective function
than models without history awareness.
J(θ), where θ represents the parameters of the policy πθ . In
• Our model outperforms both extractive and abstractive an episodic task with a terminal state (i.e. end of summary),
summarization models on PubMed, arXiv [19] and the objective function J is the expected return for that policy,
P
GovReport [20] datasets.
J(θ) = Eπθ [R0 ], where the return Rt = Tk=t+1 rk is the cumu• We provide an open source package for replicating lative reward from time t + 1 until the end of the episode. In
our results, as well as usable extractive summarizers applications of RL to extractive summarization, the instantaneous reward rt is zero except at the end of the episode when the
trained on each of the three datasets.1
final reward r is computed in a single step according to Equation
(1), so Rt ≡ R0 = r. The reward r is usually expressed as [14]:

2

Related Work

1
(1)
r = (ROUGE-1 f + ROUGE-2 f + ROUGE-L f )
3
Current extractive summarization algorithms [10, 14, 21, 22, 23]
usually contain two steps: 1) In the sentence scoring step, neural According to the REINFORCE algorithm [15], the policy gradinetworks are adopted to compute an affinity score for each ent is defined as:
sentence. 2) In the sentence selection step, sentences are selected
∇J(θ) = Eπ [Rt ∇ log π(At |S t , θ)],
(2)
into a summary based on their scores.
In HIBERT [22], BERTSUMEXT [23], and the long-document where π(At |S t , θ) denotes the likelihood that at time step t the
extractive summarizer [21], sentence selection is treated as a policy πθ selects action At given the state S t . The parameter
sequence labeling process by predicting a binary label (0 or 1) update rule is [16] (α is the learning rate):
of each sentence using the affinity score, and selecting sentences
θt+1 ← θt + αRt ∇ log π(At |S t , θt ),
(3)
with label 1 as the summary; In the RL-based method REFRESH
[10], sentences are ranked and the top K sentences with highest
scores are selected as the summary; In BanditSum [14], the sen- 3.2 Multi-step Episodic MDP Policy
tence selection is modeled as a process of sequential sampling We regard the extraction of the summary as an episode and the
without replacement, where the normalized scores of the re- selection of a single sentence into the candidate summary as an
maining sentences are used as the sampling likelihood. In these action. The objective, then, is to learn a policy that maximizes
approaches, sentence scores are generally not updated based on the expected return of an episode. This approach is different
the current partial summary of previously selected sentences, from one-step episodic MDP policies [10, 14, 5] that extract the
indicating a lack of knowledge about extraction history.
whole summary of multiple sentences from a single action.
One way to make the extraction process history-aware is to se- Formally, we assume that at each time step t, corresponding to
lect actions by considering a combination of multiple sentences the extracted sentence number t, the action At is either to stop
as the candidate summary. For example, a two-stage extractive the extraction or to select a sentence sa from the remaining
t
summarizer is provided in Zhong et al. [24]: First, a BERT-based sentences. The agent’s associated policy is:
summarizer [23] is used to obtain a pruned subset of salient senπ(At |S t , θt ) = p(stop|S t , θt )p(at |stop, S t , θt )
tences. Second, all combinations of sentences from that pruned
 ua (S t ,θt )
subset are ranked by a fine-tuned Siamese-BERT [25]. These


(4)
 P j∈Itt u j (S t ,θt ) if stop = false
p(at |stop, S t , θt ) = 

1
1

Our code and datasets used in this paper will be provided online.
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Figure 1: The architecture of our MemSum extractive summarizer with a multi-step episodic MDP policy. Because the extractionhistory embeddings h are updated at each time step t, the scores u of remaining sentences and the stopping probability pstop are
also updated.
where It denotes the set of remaining sentence indices at time
step t. If the agent determines not to stop, it first computes
a score u j for each of the remaining sentences and samples a
sentence sat based on the probabilistic distribution of normalized scores. When the agent stops the extraction, no sentence
is selected and the conditional likelihood p(at |stop=false, S t , θt )
is set to |I1t | (where |It | represents the number of remaining sentences at time t), which is independent of the policy parameters
to prohibit the gradient from being passed to the policy parameters via the conditional likelihood. After obtaining the reward
according to Equation (1), the policy parameters are updated at
each time step according to Equation (3).

information: 1) the context of the partially extracted sentences,
and 2) the context of the remaining sentences. We encode the
contextual information for each remaining sentence using the
attention mechanism [18]: The EHE is composed of a stack of
Nh itentical layers. Within one layer, there are two multi-head
attention sublayers, similar to the Transformer’s decoder part as
described in Vaswani et al. [18]. One attention sublayer is used
to perform multi-head attention on the extracted sentences to encode the contextual information of the extracted sentences, and
the other is used to attend the remaining sentences’ embeddings
to encode the contextual information of the remaining sentences.
The final outputs of the Nhth layers of the EHE are treated as the
extraction history embeddings for the remaining sentences.

3.3

There is no positional encoding and the EHE produces the extraction history embeddings non-autoregressively by attending
to both precedent and subsequent positions. The EHE under
such a setting is insensitive to the order of the previously selected sentences: Suppose that at time step t sentences A and B
have been selected into the summary, no matter whether A was
first selected or vice versa, the EHE will produce the same extraction history embedding h sri for the remaining sentences. This
is consistent with our previous definition of extraction history, as
we believe that the sequential information of previously selected
sentences is not needed in deciding whether to stop extraction
and in avoiding redundancy.

Policy Network

The state S t in Equation (4) is designed to be informative on:
1) the local content of the sentence, 2) the global context of the
sentence within the document, and 3) the current extraction history. To encode these three properties in the state, we use a local
sentence encoder, a global context encoder, and an extraction
history encoder respectively. Subsequently, the state is mapped
by an extractor to an output score for each of the remaining
sentences and the extraction stop signal. The overall framework
of our model is depicted in Figure 1.
In the Local Sentence Encoder (LSE), ordered words
(w1 , w2 , . . . w M ) in a sentence si are first mapped onto word
embeddings using a word embedding matrix. Subsequently,
a Nl -layer bi-directional LSTM [17] transforms the word embeddings and maps them onto sentence embeddings l si via a
multi-head pooling layer (MHP) [8].
The Global Context Encoder (GCE) consists of a Ng -layer biLSTM that takes the L local sentence embeddings (l s1 , l s2 , . . . l sL )
as inputs and produces for each sentence si an embedding g si that
encodes global contextual information such as the sentence’s
position in the document and information on neighboring sentences.
The Extraction History Encoder (EHE) encodes the extraction
history information and produces the extraction history embedding h sri for each remaining sentence sri . At each time step t, the
extraction history embedding h sri consists of two main sources of

The Extractor computes the score each remaining sentence
and outputs an extraction stop signal. As input to the extractor,
we form for each of the remaining sentences sri an aggregated
embedding by concatenating the local sentence embedding l sri ,
the global context embedding g sri , and the extraction history
embedding h sri . As shown in Figure 1, to produce the score
u sri , the concatenated embedding of remaining sentence sri is
passed to the fully connected layers with ReLU activation and
then projected to a scalar by a Linear-1 layer followed by a
sigmoid function. Note that the same fully connected layers
are applied identically to all remaining sentences. To output a
single vector, a multi-head pooling layer [8] is applied to the
last hidden vectors of all remaining sentences. This vector is
then passed to a linear layer with a sigmoid function, producing
a stopping probability pstop .

3.4

Training

We train the parameterized policy network according to
the update rule in Equation (3). At each training iteration, an episode is sampled to compute the final return r
and the action probabilities π(At |S t , θt ) for all time steps t.
An example episode with T extracted sentences looks like:
(S 0 , sa0 , . . . , S T −1 , saT −1 , S T , Astop , r), where S t represents the
concatenated state information introduced in Section 3.3, sat
represents the selection of sentence at , Astop represents the extraction stops at the final time step T , and r is the reward as
defined in Equation (1). To encourage the agent to select compact summaries, we multiply the final reward r by a length
penalty term 1/(T + 1) [5]. Consequently, the return for each
r
time step is Rt ≡ T +1
.

Datasets
PubMed
arXiv
GovReport

avg. doc.
length
# of
# of
words sentences
3016
4938
9409

88
206
307

avg. summ.
length
# of
# of
words sentences
203
220
553

7
10
18

# of doc.-summ.
pairs
Train

Valid

Test

116,937
202,880
17,517

6,633
6,436
974

6,657
6,440
973

Table 1: An overview of datasets used in this paper.

We simply treat the document as a list of sentences without
considering section information, following a general setting
adopted in recent works [14, 24] but unlike Cohan et al. [19],
Xiao and Carenini [21], Huang et al. [20],

Implementation Details: We computed local sentence embeddings using pretrained Glove word embeddings [27] of dimension d = 200, keeping the word embeddings fixed during trainAlgorithm 1 The training algorithm.
ing. For the LSE, we used Nl = 2 bi-LSTM layers and for the
Parameters: learning rate α
GCE Ng = 2. For the EHE, we used Nh = 3 attention layers,
1: for each document-summary pair (Di , Gi ) do
and we set the number of attention heads to 8 and the dimen2:
Compute local sentence embeddings l s1 ,. . . ,l sL
sion of the feed-forward hidden layer to 1024; during training
3:
Compute global context embeddings g s1 ,. . . ,g sL
we
set the dropout rate to 0.1. The extractor consisted of 2
4:
Sample an episode S 0 ,sa0 ,. . . ,S T −1 ,saT −1 , S T ,Astop ,r
fully-connected hidden layers with output dimensions 2d and d,
from the high-ROUGE episodes set E p of document Di
respectively. The total number of trainable parameters is 4.4 M,
5:
for each time step: t = 0,1,...,T: do
so our model is much smaller than BERT-based extractive sum6:
if t > 0 then
Compute extraction history embeddings marization models in which merely the BERTBASE [25] contains
7:
110 M trainable parameters.
h r ,. . . ,h r for remaining sentences
s1

8:
9:

sL−Et

else
Initialize h sr1 ,...,h srL−E to 0
0

Compute scores u sr1 ,...,u srL−Et for remaining sentences
and the stop likelihood pstop
11:
Compute the action probability π(At |S t , θ) according to Equation (4)
r
12:
θ ← θ + α T +1
∇ log π(At |S t , θ)
10:

Algorithm 1 summarizes the training procedure of our MemSum
model. We initialize the extraction history embeddings to 0,
since no sentences have been extracted at t = 0. Et represents the
number of sentences that have been extracted into the summary
before time step t. Following the strategy in Narayan et al. [10]
and Mohsen et al. [12], instead of sampling an episode following
the current policy π(·|·, θt ), we sample an episode from a set E p
of episodes with high ROUGE scores, which enables the agent
to quickly learn from optimal policies and to rapidly converge.
Details on creating a set of high-ROUGE episodes for training
are described further in the Appendix.

4

Experiments

In this section, we report implementation details of our model
and describe the datasets used for training and for evaluation.
Datasets: The PubMed and arXiv datasets [19] were obtained
from scientific repositories. In these two datasets the document
to be summarized is the full body of a paper and the gold summary is the corresponding abstract. The GovReport dataset
[20] contains U.S. government reports with gold summaries
written by experts. Table 1 reports for each dataset the average document and summary length, as well as the number of
document-summary pairs for training, validating, and testing.

We trained our model using the Adam optimizer with β1 = 0.9,
β2 = 0.999 [28], fixed learning rate α = 1e−4 , and weight decay 1e−6 . To store the network parameters for validating and
inference, we used the exponential moving average strategy introduced in Karras et al. [29] with decay 0.999. During validating and testing, the agent extracted sentences in a deterministic
way: after computing the scores u sri for the remaining sentences
and the stop likelihood pstop , the agent stopped the extraction
if pstop ≥ pthres or if the maximum admissible number Nmax of
extracted sentences was reached; otherwise, the agent selected
the sentence with the largest score. The model was trained on 8
NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti 11GB GPUs.
On the validating datasets we selected the best checkpoint of
each model and determined the optimal Nmax and stopping criterion p∗thres . Nmax was set to 7, 5, and 22 for the Pubmed, arXiv,
and the GovReport, respectively. We set p∗thres to 0.6, 0.5, and 0.6
for the PubMed, arXiv, and GovReport datasets, respectively.
Evaluation: We evaluated the performance of our model using
F1 ROUGE [9], including ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGEL for measuring unigram, bigram, and longest common subsequence. We used a native python implementation of ROUGE for
training and validating and used the official pyrouge package2
for testing [5, 14].

5

Results and Discussion

Here we present the results on various extractive summarization tasks. In particular, we analyze the influences of history
awareness and of the early stopping mechanisms.
2
We use pyrouge, a python wrapper of ROUGE, with the parameters
"-a -c 95 -m -n 4 -w 1.2".

PubMed
R-1
R-2
R-L
ORACLE
61.99 34.95 56.76
Extractive summarization models
SumBasic
37.15 11.36 33.43
Lead-10
37.45 14.19 34.07
SummaRuNNer 43.89 18.78 30.36
Atten-Cont
44.85 19.70 31.43
Sent-CLF
45.01 19.91 41.16
Sent-PTR
43.30 17.92 39.47
Abstractive summarization models
PEGASUS
45.97 20.15 41.34
BigBird
46.32 20.65 42.33
Dancer
46.34 19.97 42.42
Hepos-Sinkhorn 47.93 20.74 42.58
Hepos-LSH
48.12 21.06 42.72
Our Models
Lead-10 (ours)
37.71 14.13 34.30
MemSum (ours) 49.25 22.94 44.42
Model

R-1
60.00

arXiv
R-2
30.60

R-L
53.03

29.47
35.52
42.81
43.62
34.01
42.32

6.95
10.33
16.52
17.36
8.71
15.63

26.3
31.44
28.23
29.14
30.41
38.06

44.21
46.63
45.01
47.87
48.24

16.95
19.02
17.60
20.00
20.26

38.83
41.77
40.56
41.50
41.78

34.88
48.42

10.46
20.30

30.96
42.54

Table 2: Results on the PubMed and arXiv test sets.
Model
R-1
R-2
R-L
ORACLE
75.56 45.91 72.51
Abstractive summarization baselines
Hepos-LSH
55.00 21.13 51.67
Hepos-Sinkhorn 56.86 22.62 53.82
Our Models
Lead-20 (ours)
50.94 19.53 48.45
MemSum (ours) 59.43 28.60 56.69

Table 3: Results on the GovReport test set.

5.1

Results Comparison

We compared our MemSum with both extractive and abstractive models on the PubMed, arXiv, and GovReport datasets.
Extractive baselines include SumBasic [30], Lead-10 (which directly uses the first 10 sentence in the document as the summary)
[31], SummaRuNNer [13, 21], Atten-Cont [21], and Sent-CLF
and Sent-PTR [32]. Abstractive summarization models include
PEGASUS [33], BigBird [34], Dancer [31] and Hepos [20].
Among these baselines, Hepos achieved the state-of-the-art in
long document summarization using a large-scale pretrained
BART model [35] with memory-efficient attention encoding
schemes including Locality Sensitive Hashing [36] (HeposLSH) and Sinkhorn (Hepos-Sinkhorn).
The oracle model is based on the greedy approach [13] that
sequentially selects from the document the optimal sentence
that maximally improves the average of R-1 and R-2 of selected
sentences. We also evaluated the performance of our own Lead10 baseline on PubMed and arXiv datasets.
5.1.1

Performance on PubMed Dataset

The performance comparison on the PubMed dataset is shown
in Table 2. The Lead-10 baseline yielded ROUGE scores close
to the ones provided in Gidiotis and Tsoumakas [31], indicating
that our test dataset and ROUGE computation process is consistent with previous works. MemSum achieved the new stateof-the-art performance compared with both extractive and abstractive summarization models. Compared with the extractive
baselines, MemSum outperformed Sent-CLF by 4.24/3.03/3.26

Human-written Summary:
(...) While CMS is generally required to disallow, or recoup, federal
funds from states for eligibility-related improper payments if the
state’s eligibility error rate exceeds 3 percent, it has not done so
for decades, because the method it used for calculating eligibility
error rates was found to be insufficient for that purpose. To address
this, in July 2017, CMS issued revised procedures through which
it can recoup funds for eligibility errors, beginning in fiscal year
2022. (...)
Hepos-Sinkhorn (abstractive):
(...) The selected states also reported that they did not have adequate
processes to address these issues. CMS has taken steps to improve
its oversight of the Medicaid program, including issuing guidance to
states on the use of MAGI-exempt bases for determining eligibility,
but these efforts have not been fully implemented. (...)
MemSum (ours, extractive):
(...) In 1983, CMS implemented its statutory requirement to recoup funds associated with Medicaid eligibility-related improper
payments for states with an eligibility error rate above 3 percent
through its MEQC program. (...) However, the agency has introduced new procedures through which it can, under certain circumstances, begin to recoup funds based on eligibility errors in
fiscal year 2022. (...)

Table 4: Sample summary extracted by MemSum and comparison with the abstractive summary generated by Hepos-Sinkhorn
[20].

of R-1/R-2/R-L scores respectively. With many fewer trainable
parameters, MemSum also outperformed Hepos-LSH, the stateof-the-art abstractive model, by 1.13/1.88/1.70 of R-1/R-2/R-L
scores. The high R-2 and R-L scores of our MemSum model
indicate that MemSum-extracted summaries have high overlap
with gold summaries on bigrams and longer n-grams.
5.1.2

Performance on arXiv Dataset

On the arXiv dataset, MemSum largely outperformed the previous extractive summarization model Sent-PTR, improving
R-1/R-2/R-L by 6.10/4.67/4.48. MemSum also exhibited better
performance than the state-of-the-art abstractive summarization
model Hepos-LSH, especially in terms of ROUGE-L.
5.1.3

Performance on GovReport Dataset

The GovReport dataset is a newly proposed dataset and has
been only tested with abstractive summarization methods. We
tested three extractive methods on this dataset: 1) an extractive
Oracle model, 2) a Lead-20 baseline that directly uses the first 20
sentences in the document as the summary, and 3) our MemSum
model. As shown in Table 3, we observed that the Lead-20 is a
strong baseline. Furthermore, our MemSum model outperforms
the state-of-the-art abstractive summarization model, Hepos with
Sinkhorn attentions, by 2.57/5.98/2.87 of R-1/R-2/R-L scores.
Table 4 shows a comparison between the summary extracted
by MemSum and the one generated by Hepos-Sinkhorn. Compared with the abstractively generated summary, the summary
extracted by our MemSum has more precise and relevant content
with respect to the gold summary. These results indicate that the
human-written summaries in the GovReport dataset tend to be
highly extractive.

MemSumw/o_hist
MemSum f ull (w/o early stopping)
MemSum f ull (w/ early stopping)

R-1

R-2

R-L

48.08
48.25
49.25

22.77
22.63
22.94

43.55
43.70
44.42

Avg. summ.
length
(# sentences)
7.0
7.0
6.0

Table 5: Ablation study on the PubMed dataset. The full
MemSum model achieved higher ROUGE scores than the
MemSumw/o_hist model.

Model
MemSumw/o_hist
MemSumw/o_hist +Trigram blocking
MemSum f ull (w/o early stopping)
MemSum f ull (w/ early stopping)

Sentence score

Model

0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00
0.05
0.00

R-1

R-2

R-L

Avg. duplicate
ratio

0.05
0.00

42.82
46.85
48.21
49.16

18.18
19.93
22.59
22.78

36.68
42.40
43.76
44.39

0.41
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.05
0.00

Table 6: Performance on the redundant PubMed dataset.

* , selecting the sentence No. 10
Step 0: pstop = 0.00 < pthres

10
* , selecting the sentence No. 49
Step 1: pstop = 0.04 < pthres
* , selecting the sentence No. 28
Step 2: pstop = 0.36 < pthres

49

28
* . stopping extraction.
Step 3: pstop = 0.60 pthres
0

10

20
30
Sentence positions

40

Figure 2: The sentence scores of 50 sentences computed by the
full MemSum model at extraction steps 0 to 3 (histograms from
top to bottom). In the document there is artificial redundancy
5.2.1 Influence of History Awareness
in that the (2n)th and the (2n + 1)th sentences are identical (n =
In order to analyze the influence of extraction history awareness, 0, 1, ..., 24).
we performed an ablation study by comparing the full MemSum model with a MemSum model without history awareness
(MemSumw/o_hist for short). We removed the Extraction History
ratio of the number of duplicated sentences to the total number
Encoder in the original MemSum model, so that the input to
of sentences in the extracted summaries.
the Extractor is only the concatenation of the local sentence
embedding and the global context embedding. We used the As reported in Table 6, for the MemSumw/o_hist model, the avExtractor to compute the scores for all sentences in one step, and erage duplicate ratio was 0.41, which means that on average
then sampled sentences following the BanditSum policy [14] 41% of the sentences in the extracted summaries were dupliintroduced in Section 2.
cated. Along with the high duplicate ratio came a significant
decrease in ROUGE scores of MemSumw/o_hist . By contrast, the
First, we assessed whether early-stopping from extraction hisperformance of the full MemSum models with history awareness
tory awareness helps MemSum to extract more compact sumwas only slighted affected when comparing the results of the
maries. To verify this, we compared the full MemSum and
MemSum f ull (w/ early stopping) model in Table 5 and Table 6.
the MemSum without history MemSumw/o_hist on the PubMed
dataset. In the MemSumw/o_hist , extraction stops until the maxi- To better reveal how the full MemSum model avoids redundancy,
mum number of extracted sentences Nmax is reached. We tested we let it summarize a document sampled from the test set of the
the full MemSum under two different settings: 1) always extract- redundant PubMed dataset and monitored the sentence scores
ing Nmax sentences, and 2) stopping extraction when either the produced by the Extractor during each extraction step. The
stop likelihood pstop ≥ p∗thres or when Nmax is reached. We used results are shown in Figure 2. At time step 0, the 10th sentence
the same Nmax for both models and chose p∗thres as introduced in obtained the maximum score and was thus selected into the
the implementation details in Section 4. The results are shown summary. At time step 1, we noticed that the 11th sentence,
in Table 5.
which is a replica of the 10th sentence, had a score close to
zero. The same was also true for the other selected sentences,
When both models always extracted Nmax sentences, the full
revealing competent repetition avoidance of the Extractor.
MemSum performed marginally better than the MemSumw/o_hist
on R-1 and R-L. When early stopping was allowed, the full Because the EHE is insensitive to the extraction order and to
MemSum model achieved higher ROUGE scores than the sentence position information, as described in Section 3.3, we
MemSumw/o_hist model, while producing summaries with fewer can conclude that the full MemSum avoids redundancy by evalsentences, indicating a higher degree of compactness.
uating the similarity between selected and remaining sentences,
rather than by “remembering" the position of the previously
Second, we hypothesized that the extraction history allows Memselected sentences.
Sum to avoid sentences that are similar to existing sentences in
the current partial summary, intuitively mimicking what humans Meanwhile, results in Table 6 show that using the Trigram Blockdo when extractively summarizing documents. To verify this, we ing method that skips a sentence if it has a trigram that overlaps
created a redundant PubMed dataset in which we repeated each with the current summary [23] is also successful in avoiding
sentence in the document, with the replicated sentences immedi- repetitive sentences. However, the associated ROUGE scores
ately following the originals. On this redundant PubMed dataset were significantly lower than those of the full MemSum with
we trained and tested the full MemSum and the MemSumw/o_hist , awareness of extraction history. In summary, the history-aware
and we compared different models in terms of ROUGE scores MemSum model spontaneously learns an optimized strategy
and the average duplicate ratio that is defined by the average to avoid redundant sentences without explicit human guidance
5.2

Analysis

Early stopping mechanism
stop when selecting STOP sentence
stop when pstop ≥ p∗thres

R-1

R-2

R-L

47.18
49.25

21.81
22.94

42.20
44.42

Avg. summ.
length
(# sentences)
3.9
6.0

Table 7: Performance on the PubMed dataset of MemSum
models using different early stopping mechanisms.

or crude rules, and thus shows better robustness to potential
redundancy in documents.
5.2.2

Choice of Early-Stopping Mechanism

Apart from stopping the extraction early when the stop likelihood pstop exceeds the threshold p∗thres , an alternative way of
stopping is to insert a special stop sentence (e.g. “STOP") into
the document. Once the agent selects the stop sentence, the
extraction stops early. To train such an agent we followed
the setting introduced in Section 3.4, except that we added
the special stop sentence as the last extracted sentence, so
that an example episode with T extracted sentences looks like
(S 0 , sa0 , . . . , S T −1 , saT −1 , S T , sSTOP , r) where sSTOP represents the
stop sentence.
The performance of this agent on the PubMed dataset is shown in
Table 7: it produces summaries with fewer extracted sentences
on average and lower ROUGE scores than the model that stops
based on the stop likelihood pstop . We believe this result is due to
the predictable positive reward r provided by the stop sentence,
which leads to preference of this last action and to increasing
the likelihood of taking it early. Therefore, we chose the stop
likelihood as the default early-stopping mechanism.
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Conclusion
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PubMed
arXiv
GovReport

Validating
R-1 R-2 R-L
49.14 22.92 44.33
48.23 20.17 42.31
59.29 28.57 56.46

R-1

Test
R-2

49.25 22.94 44.42
48.42 20.30 42.54
59.43 28.60 56.69

Table 8: Validating and testing scores of the MemSum model
tested on the PubMed, the arXiv and the GovReport datasets.

Dataset
PubMed
arXiv
GovReport

avg. doc.
length
(words)
3016
4938
9409

Avg. extractive
summ. length
(# sentences)
6.0 ± 1.2
4.8± 0.5
21.7 ± 1.8

49
48
47

R-L

ROUGE scores

Dataset

23.0
22.5
22.0
21.5

Avg. extractive
summ. time
(ms)
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pthres

0.7
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1.0

R-2f

0.1

44
43
42

91.7 ± 8.6
114.0 ± 5.0
197.0 ± 14.8

0.2

0.2
R-Lf

0.1

0.2

Table 9: Average extractive summarization time of our MemSum on different datasets.
Figure 3: The ROUGE scores for different stopping thresholds
pthres on the PubMed validating set.
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Computing Hardware

B

Comparison of Validating and Testing
Performance

We compare the validating and testing performance of the MemSum model on the following datasets: the PubMed dataset [19],
the arXiv dataset [19] and the GovReport dataset [20]. The
results are shown in Table 8.

C

ROUGE scores

We trained our MemSum model and its variations on 8 NVIDIA
GeForce RTX 2080 Ti 11GB GPUs. During testing, we used a
single NVIDIA TITAN X Pascal 12GB GPU.
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D

Selection of optimal stopping threshold

The stopping threshold pthres is an important hyperparameter that
sets the stopping probability in an episode, as described in the
Implementation Details. We determined the optimal stopping
threshold p∗thres as follows: For each data set and each stopping
threshold pthres ∈ {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1.0} we chose as optimal stopping threshold p∗thres the one with maximal ROUGE score on the
corresponding validating set.

ROUGE scores

We analyzed the average time taken by MemSum to extractively
summarize a source document from the test set. The average Figure 4: The ROUGE scores for different stopping thresholds
summarizaion time is positively correlated with the document pthres on the arXiv validating set.
length and the number of extracted sentences, Table 9. On the
one hand, on longer documents, it takes longer to compute the
R-1f
58
scores of remaining sentences, which delays the action of either
stopping extraction or selecting a sentence. On the other hand,
56
the more sentences are needed to be extracted, the more actions
54
are needed of selecting sentences within an episode.
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The ROUGE scores as a function of stopping threshold are
shown in Figure 3, 4 and 5 on the validating set of the PubMed,
the arXiv and the GovReport data set, respectively. The func- Figure 5: The ROUGE scores for different stopping thresholds
tions exhibit a local maximum between 0.1 and 1.0, which pthres on the GovReport validating set.

implies that when pthres is too low, summaries tend to be too
short, while when pthres is too high, summaries will be unduly
lengthy. We chose p∗thres = 0.6, 0.5 and 0.6 for the PubMed, the
arXiv, and the GovReport dataset, respectively.

E

Creating High-ROUGE Episodes for Training

As introduced in Section 3.4 and Algorithm 1 in the main paper, at each training iteration, we sampled a high-ROUGE
episode from the set E p . An episode can be viewed as a sequence of state-action pairs as well as the final reward, such as
(S 0 ,sa0 ,. . . ,S T −1 ,saT −1 , S T ,Astop ,r). Here, {sa0 . . . saT −1 } is the extracted summary consisting of a set of T sentences, and r is the
average of the associated ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L
F1 scores.
The high-ROUGE episodes set E p contains multiple episodes
with high average ROUGE-1/2/L scores. In [13], a greedy approach was proposed to select candidate summaries by sequentially selecting from the source document the optimal sentence
that maximally improves the average ROUGE-1/2/L score once
added to the current subset of selected sentences. To obtain
not a single episode in E p but multiple episodes with high average ROUGE-1/2/L scores, we modified the greedy approach by
considering not only the optimal sentence at each sentence selection step but also B − 1 sub-optimal sentences. This sentencesampling step is repeated for each of these B new subsets to
result in a potentially exponentially growing number of high
ROUGE-score episodes. This process stops until no sentence
can further improve the average ROUGE-1/2/L score or a maximum number Nmax of selected sentences per episode is reached.
B can be considered as the beam size, analogous to beam search
strategies in neural machine translation [37, 38]. We set B = 2
by default.
We refer an episode (S 0 ,sA ,S 1 ,sB ,S 2 ,sC ,S 3 ,Astop ,r) as
“(sA , sB , sC )" for simplicity. Because permuted episodes
(sA , sB , sC ), (sA , sC , sB ), and (sC , sB , sA ) have the same average
ROUGE-1/2/L score, we decided to equally sample them
(presumably to avoid overfitting). This decision does not
interfere with our usage of extraction history, because under
(sA , sB , sC ) the agent learns to extract sC from {sA , sB }, while
under (sC , sB , sA ) it learns to extract sA from {sB , sC }. Thus,
history plays a role in both cases.

F

Examples of Extracted Summaries

We showed the summarization examples in Table 10 and 11.
In Table 10 we compared our MemSum trained on the arXiv
dataset and the Dancer Pegasus [31] summaries of the same
paper. MemSum achieved higher ROUGE-1 F score than Dancer
Pegasus. In Table 11 we showed the extractive summary of this
paper itself using our MemSum model.

Title

BERT: Pre-training of Deep Bidirectional Transformers for Language Understanding

Original Abstract

We introduce a new language representation model called BERT, which stands for Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers. Unlike recent language representation
models (Peters et al., 2018a; Radford et al., 2018), BERT is designed to pretrain deep
bidirectional representations from unlabeled text by jointly conditioning on both left and
right context in all layers. As a result, the pre-trained BERT model can be finetuned
with just one additional output layer to create state-of-the-art models for a wide range of
tasks, such as question answering and language inference, without substantial taskspecific
architecture modifications. BERT is conceptually simple and empirically powerful. It
obtains new state-of-the-art results on eleven natural language processing tasks, including
pushing the GLUE score to 80.5% (7.7% point absolute improvement), MultiNLI accuracy
to 86.7% (4.6% absolute improvement), SQuAD v1.1 question answering Test F1 to 93.2
(1.5 point absolute improvement) and SQuAD v2.0 Test F1 to 83.1 (5.1 point absolute
improvement)

DANCER PEGASUS summary

Language model pre-training has been shown to be effective for improving many natural
language processing tasks such as sentence-level paraphrasing and entity recognition
tasks. However, current approaches to pre-trained language models are restricted to
unidirectional language models. In this paper, we propose a new approach to pre-trained
language models based on bidirectional encoder transformers (BERT). BERT is inspired
by the pre-training objective of cloze task (Taylor et al., 1953), where the goal is to
predict some masked language representations from the input. We introduce BERT and
its detailed implementation in this paper. The BERT model is first initialized with the
pre-trained parameters, and all of the parameters are fine-tuned using labeled data from
the downstream tasks. Rich unsupervised pre-training is an integral part of many language
understanding systems. In particular, these results enable even low-resource tasks to benefit
from deep unidirectional architectures. Our major contribution is further generalizing
these findings to deep bidirectional architectures, allowing the same pre-trained model to
successfully tackle a broad set of NLP tasks.

ROUGE1-F1

36.52

MemSum summary

Language model pre-training has been shown to be effective for improving many natural
language processing tasks. In this paper, we improve the fine-tuning based approaches by
proposing BERT: Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers. The masked
language model randomly masks some of the tokens from the input, and the objective is to
predict the original vocabulary id of the masked word based only on its context. Unlike
Radford et al. (2018), which uses unidirectional language models for pre-training, BERT
uses masked language models to enable pretrained deep bidirectional representations.
BERT is the first finetuning based representation model that achieves state-of-the-art
performance on a large suite of sentence-level and token-level tasks, outperforming many
task-specific architectures.

ROUGE1-F1

44.29
Table 10: Example summaries for Dancer Pegasus [31] and MemSum.

Title

(This paper) MemSum: Extractive Summarization of Long Documents using Multi-step Episodic
Markov Decision Processes

Original Abstract

We introduce MemSum (Multi-step Episodic Markov decision process extractive SUMmarizer), a
reinforcement-learning-based extractive summarizer enriched at any given time step with information
on the current extraction history. Similar to previous models in this vein, MemSum iteratively
selects sentences into the summary. Our innovation is in considering a broader information set when
summarizing that would intuitively also be used by humans in this task: 1) the text content of the
sentence, 2) the global text context of the rest of the document, and 3) the extraction history consisting
of the set of sentences that have already been extracted. With a lightweight architecture, MemSum
nonetheless obtains state-of-the-art test-set performance (ROUGE score) on long document datasets
(PubMed, arXiv, and GovReport). Supporting analysis demonstrates that the added awareness of
extraction history gives MemSum robustness against redundancy in the source document.

MemSum summary

For each sentence in the document and at each time step in the process, we define a sentence state
composed of three sub-states: 1) the content of the sentence, 2) the context of the sentence within
the document, and 3) information on the extraction history, including the previously selected set of
unordered sentences versus the remaining sentences. To efficiently encode local and global sentence
states, we design an extraction agent based on LSTM networks. The contributions of our work are as
follows: • We propose to treat extractive summarization as a multistep episodic MDP that is aware
of the extraction history. • We show that the awareness of the extraction history allows our model to
extract more compact summaries and behave more robustly to redundancies in documents than models
without history awareness. • Our model outperforms both extractive and abstractive summarization
models on PubMed, arXiv and GovReport.

ROUGE1-F1

51.39
Table 11: MemSum summary of this paper.

